EVERY SUCCESS…
Owen Morgan
ME: Cooking while away! Lots of fun, had to improvise sometimes as I didn’t always have what I
wanted - sometimes this worked as I ended up with something else equally nice, other times, this
really doesn’t work. For example, have you ever tried making a cake without flour? it’s not easy. I
know nowadays we have cakes that are gluten free, dairy free, sugar free, guilt free and in some
instances taste free but if your are following a recipe you need to know what DOES go in don’t you?
You need to know what IS involved, what IS required.
Back2School - new starts = wish every success in the year or term ahead. We often wish each other
every success, but do we really understand what success involves?

WE: We all want to achieve, make progress, accomplish things but I wonder if we are aware of all
the ingredients that will contribute to our success. There are the obvious things, the right education
or understanding, good character, hard work, maybe even access to the right resources but I believe
that there is one key ingredient that we often overlook that I want to unpack today. I believe there
is one vital ingredient to success that we so often overlook.
The reason I want us to talk about this is because our great desire for you is for you to succeed and
be happy; to experience the life that God intend us to live, the fullness of life. Our hope and our
prayer for you in the year ahead is that you would experience every success.
When I tell you what this overlook ingredient is you may even say, yeah I knew that, but that’s
exactly why it is overlooked, we know but we don’t know how to use it. Its like getting the flour, eggs
and sugar ready and then never using one or never stirring the mixture. That’s why we need to
explore it a little more, unpack it some more and maybe even make some changes that will put us on
course for greater success.
Let me say it like this EVERY SUCCESS INVOLVES another.
We could go even further every success DEPENDS on others.
Have you ever noted that making it on your own doesn’t ever feel like success. Maybe you know
how it feels? This came up a number of times while I was away. I saw a documentary about Usain
Bolt and a couple of articles about other celebrities (Bieber, Princess Diana etc) for whom their
success is so often a very lonely experience. Their success as meant that they cannot go out. There
are many that want to share in their success but in an overwhelming way. But goes to cities around
the world only to find he cannot leave his hotel room because he will be mobbed. Now this is
interesting, he is surrounded by people and yet he can still be lonely. During our trip we were lucky
enough to stay on site at Windsor Castle, my brother in law was explaining that many of the
properties on site were built not just to house staff but to house other nobility who would be
‘forced’ to live there to provide company for monarchs because success without others doesn’t feel
like success at all.
Maybe this is more of a comment on society and celebrity at this point but I think it shows firstly
how important others are to true success. Success depends on the presence and support of others.
Brian Houston:
“Don’t be fooled into thinking you have the capacity to achieve your best on your own”

Helen Keller said “alone we can do so little, together we can do so much”. Helen, was both blind and
deaf, and knew this only too well. We often feel like we can see and hear ok, I don’t need others
telling me what to do or what they think, I’ve got this! But there are always things we cannot see
and are not aware of. Alone we can do so little, together we can do so much…
So how do we make sure our path to success includes and involves others? Can it just be any
others? How do we know who to connect with?

GOD: Well the bible has a lot to say about the people in our world, it has a lot to help us with in the
area of choosing your friends.
Proverbs is a great book that covers a huge array of topics and has much to say about our
relationships, and these little nuggets of wisdom are so helpful as tips for navigating life. They’re not
all religious imperatives, but they are helpful. Let me share a couple with you:
Proverbs 13:20 (NLT)
Walk with the wise and become wise;
associate with fools and get in trouble.
Proverbs 27:17 (NLT)
As iron sharpens iron,
so a friend sharpens a friend.
Let’s start with the first one. Walking with the wise will help us. None of us is as smart of all of us,
that’s a great thing for a team to remember. Surrounding yourself with wise people can take you
forward and a true friend is a vital ingredient to success. A true friend is a friend to your destiny.
However there is a warning there too. It’s not the case that anyone you surround yourself with is the
key. To keep the ingredients analogy going, have you ever tried making a cake with sugar cubes? Not
so easy? Or maybe another way, some eggs can be bad eggs, we need to be aware of this..
Sometimes the company you keep can hold you back. Have you ever experienced this? Have you
ever gotten in with a bad crowd? Or even just got involved in a conversation you wish you hadn’t?
Have you ever sat and listened to the people in your world and thought, I’m not sure what I share
with this people, I’m not sure these people are inspiring me to where I want to be. Have you heard
the phrase “birds of a feather flock together” this can be good and bad - it means we find like
minded people but sometimes that can be unhelpful. Have you noticed how negative people can
find other negative people.
I wonder what you talk about with the people in your world? I wonder what you discuss. I love the
wisdom of Eleanor Roosevelt on this topic:
"Great minds discuss ideas; average minds discuss events; small minds discuss people."
Eleanor Roosevelt
It’s easy to gather around a negative, its’ easy to talk about negatively about others but if we want to
be great maybe we should spend less time doing this and more time discuss ideas, dreaming
dreams. People can pull you down or they can lift you up. What are the people in your world doing
right now?
That brings us to the second proverb that said, “iron sharpens iron”. A friend to your destiny keeps

you sharp or as we said earlier, EVERY SUCCESS DEPENDS ON OTHERS.
I wish you every success, in fact our church desires to see every person flourish and experience all
that god has for them THEREFORE, its important we understand that every success INVOLVES
another and even further every success DEPENDS on others.
YOU: My encouragement to you is this: This new season (Autumn) is a chance for you to evaluate
and review your allegiances. Who speaks into your life? Who do you surround yourself with? Who
are the powerful and important voices in your life. I had a think about a few voices that everyone
should have.
1. A coach/mentor - you may need a few of these, this can be your pastor or a volunteer team
leader, this could be a connect group leader, this could be a career or business mentor, you
may need a few for different aspects of life.
2. Peers - you need to surround yourself with others heading in the same direction. With
others who will encourage you and sharpen you. WE have groups, called Connect Groups
that help with this. There are groups that discuss Sunday messages but there are also groups
for entrepreneurs and coming soon groups for people in education or healthcare, surround
yourself with people who can propel you towards success.
3. Mentee - finally, if your success depends on others, there is a good chance that someone
else’s success depends on you! Find someone to mentor, to help, to advise, to lift them up.
They may not be a peer but someone you can encourage and sharpen.
Let me put this all another way. I believe we need to form strategic alliances.
For example, I am allied to the local church because it is somewhere I can learn and grow, it
connects me to projects bigger than myself and gives me a vision to live for. I am also building great
lifelong allegiances with peers that spur me on, great men and women like Phil and Helena Temple,
great people like Kris and Kalleigh Mikkelson. People who are friends to our destiny who sharpen
and challenge me. I attend our Entrepreneurs connect groups and I sit with leaders in groups and I
believe this is all contributing to success. Finally I love to mentor and encourage others, awesome
incredible next generation leaders like Sam Cousins and Ande Gilbert and others.
I call this strategic allegiances because I like the idea of allegiance - it speaks of strength, support and
solidity, we are allies in each others success. Allegiance is built on faithfulness, consistency, reliability
but allegiances don’t just happen they are formed and developed.
Do you need to start forming some of these allegiances today?
Imagine how much further you could go. How much faster you could go with the help and support of
mentors, peers and friends. As iron sharpens iron so we will sharpen each other because EVERY
SUCCESS involves the help and support of another; because success without others, doesn’t really
feel like success at all.
Finally, there is one more important friendship and allegiance in my life. In fact it is the very
foundation of all I have shared today. Few deny the wisdom and potency of the teaching of Jesus
and he famously said these words, recorded in John 15:12:13
John 15:12-13 (NLT)
This is my commandment: Love each other in the same way I have loved you. There is no greater love

than to lay down one’s life for one’s friends.
Jesus set the best example of this kind of supportive friendship, strategic allegiance, in laying down
his life for his friends. To start with this was a group of first century Jewish men and women, but very
soon the invitation was extended to all people. For us to be allied with Jesus and allied as HIS people.
That’s what we call church. It’s not a building but a company of people who’s allegiance is with him
and each other. The invitation to be a friend of God is open to you today, regardless of your life thus
far, regardless of well anything, he offers us all the chance to be called friends. I would love to lead
you in a response to that invitation today…

